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ABSTRACT
We have studied theoretically and experimentally the x-ray production above 1 keV from femtosecond laser
plasmas generated on periodically modulated surface targets. Laser energy coupling to plasma surface waves
has been modeled using a numerical differential method. Almost total absorption of incident laser radiation is
predicted for optimized interaction conditions. Silicon gratings have been irradiated by a l2Ofs Ti:sapphire laser
at irradiances in excess of 1O'6W/cm2. X-ray intensities above 1.5 keV (K-shell lines) have been measured as a
function of the incidence angle. Results show a distinct x-ray emission maximum for the first order diffraction
angle and are in good qualitative agreement with our theoretical predictions.

1 INTRODUCTION
High intensity short-pulse lasers have opened up possibilities in the production of ultra short x-ray pulses
(less than 2ps and instrument limited) from near-solid density plasmas.'3 The laser pulse absorption and the
x-ray conversion efficiency are characterized by the laser wavelength, the pulse duration, the irradiance, the
polarization, the angle of incidence and so on.411 These laser parameters govern the temporal behavior and the
spatial gradients of the two most important plasma quantities, the electron temperature and density. Initially,
the solid target absorbs laser energy over a distance comparable to the skin depth ( bOA). In the heated
region, the electron temperature can reach values of 100 — 1000eV depending on laser intensity. At these high
temperatures, thermal x-rays at energies above a kilovolt are produced. Due to the strong gradient and high
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density, rapid quenching of x-ray emission is expected by thermal conduction into the underlying cold material
and by hydrodynamic expansion.'2 Besides collisional absorption, resonance and non-collisional absorption have
been shown to contribute efficiently to the overall deposition of laser light. These non-linear mechanisms produce
hot electrons which give rise to bremsstrahlung and Ka radiation from the target bulk.'°'13"4 This non-thermal
emission is thought also to be very short because, in principle, hot electrons are produced only during the laser
pulse.

The relative importance of collisional and resonance absorption has been shown to be governed, in model
calculations,'517 by the value of the electron density and by the shape of the electron density gradient in the
absorbing region. The quantity which is usually used to characterize the spatial extent of the plasma is the
scale length L defined as [(1/fle)dfle/d]1. The scale length is usually normalized to the laser wavelength Ao
(L* L/Ao). One way of changing the spatial region of the plasma where absorption takes place is to vary the
angle of incidence and the laser polarization. Indeed, recent measurements18 have demonstrated that the x-ray
conversion efficiency and the spectral shape of the emission show distinct dependencies on laser intensity, laser
polarization and angle of incidence on the target. Another efficient way of affecting the plasma scale length is the
production of a preplasma either by using the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the laser system5"9 or by
deliberately using a separate long laser pulse.2° Obviously, the nature of the target material and the roughness
of the target surface will also affect the amount of absorbed laser energy and the spectral range of x-ray emission
and conversion efficiency. It has been recently demonstrated that the kilovolt x-rays emitted by a flat aluminum
target was greatly increased by using the ASE pedestal of a 8Ofs dye laser at a fluence close to the laser melting
threshold of this material.21'10 This can be explained in terms of surface periodic structures induced by diffraction
of the light by spatial modulations of the laser (or the target) profile and interference of the diffracted waves.22
More evidently, spatially modulated targets (gratings or gold black "foam" targets) have been shown23 to increase
significantly the laser absorption and x-ray conversion efficiencies.

In this paper, we study theoretically and experimentally the interaction of a subpicosecond laser pulse with
a grating target. Laser absorption on a grating target is increased with respect to the case of the flat target by
two original effects. First, diffraction by the grating couples the incident laser energy into surface electromagnetic
waves (surface plasmons) which propagate along the surface. Second, the target corrugation allows the excitation
of longitudinal plasma waves along the expanding electron density gradient (volume plasmons), even for normal
incidence, due to resonance absorption.24 These two effects and their coupling at critical density (n = mew/4ire2;

frequency) will be shown to be useful to increase and optimize the laser absorption. The paper will
be organized as follows. In the first part, we describe theoretically the coupling between the incident laser
electromagnetic wave and surface waves. We calculate the laser absorption efficiency of a grating target using
a numerical differential method.25 In the second part, experimental results of the He-like and Kcr emission of
silicon on flat and periodically modulated targets are presented and compared to the calculations.
Q laser

2 THEORY OF LASER COUPLING TO SURFACE WAVES
A surface wave is an electromagnetic wave which propagates in the vicinity of the interface between two
homogeneous media.228 Surface waves have been extensively studied, both theoretically and experimentally,
in low irradiance laser interaction experiments,293' for efficient photocathode design32 and for the modeling of
optical properties of thin film multilayers.33

2.1 dispersion relation of surface waves in an homogeneous medium
For the calculation of the dispersion relation of surface waves propagating at the interface between two different

media, we use the propagation properties of electromagnetic waves in the two media and we connect them by
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boundary conditions. The incident laser wave vector being k0 = w/c, a plane wave solution with wave vector
at frequency w is obtained as:

£.L=e(w)k

(1)
where e(w) is the complex dielectric constant. For a plane wave incident from vacuum with an angle 9 with respect
to the target normal Oz (Ox and Oy define the target plane), we obtain k = 0; k = c/ko; k = f3Jk0 with
a2 + fl2 1. For a = cos 9 and ,8 = sin 0, we recover the ordinary case of plane waves incident with an angle 6.
For imaginary values of /3, a is greater than 1 and we obtain an evanescent wave in the direction perpendicular
to the target and a propagating wave along the target surface. The phase velocity of this wave is lower than the
speed of light. For two media with complex dielectric constants e and 2, the component of the field with wave
vector k is continuous at the interface and the dispersion relation of the surface wave writes:
k2y

=

12

(4)2
E1+E2 C

(2)

Figure 1 shows the variation of the frequency of the surface wave as a function of the wave vector along the
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Figure 1: Dispersion relation of surface waves.

surface in the case of a wave incident upon an overcritical plasma of dielectric constant 2 = 1 — e/c (no
collisions are assumed and = 1). We see that to couple a transverse electromagnetic wave of frequency w,
incident at an angle 6 with respect to the target normal, with a surface wave of the same frequency, one has to
provide an external wave vector k9 to bridge the gap between the free space wave vector k0/ sin 0 and the surface
wave vector k . This additional wave vector can be provided by the natural (or induced) roughness of the target
or by a grating with a groove spacing of 2ir/k9.
The field distribution of a surface wave propagating at the interface of an overcritical plasma is shown schematically in Figure 2. To summarize, surface plasma waves have the following characteristics: i) a phase velocity
lower than the speed of light, ii) an electric field distribution with a component normal or quasi-normal to the
surface, iii) an inversion in the direction of the field at the interface because of the presence of oscillating charge
layers, and iv) a penetrating electric field in the overcritical plasma.
Collisional damping of surface waves can be treated using the Drude model formalism for the plasma dielectric

constant e(w) = 1 — n/(1 + iz,*) where n = e/c
can be written, to first order (see Eq.1):

and v = zi/w. For n >> 1 and V <1, the k wave vector

1_(1_iz,*)
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(3)

The real part of k is slightly smaller than k0 and is collision frequency independent. The spatial damping of the
surface wave in the y direction is governed by the imaginary part of k. For a constant collision frequency, the
attenuation of the surface wave is lower for high electron densities.
vacuum

..

overcntical

plasma

I I2
I

z

Figure 2: Schematic view of the field pattern along the interface between vacuum and an overcritical plasma.

2.2 Surface waves in a finite gradient scale length
In the general case, the interface between the two media is not perfectly steep. Then, one expects a strong
coupling between the surface plasmon waves and longitudinal volume plasmon waves generated by resonance
absorption at or near critical density. The dispersion relation characterizing such coupling can been obtained
numerically. The Maxwell equation for the magnetic field which is parallel to the surface can be written:

d2 1ded '&;( k

B=O

(4)

This equation is formally similar to the one describing the propagation of a plane p-polarized wave in oblique
incidence. However, k is not constrained to be smaller than k0 and is not even real. This equation has been
solved by the Runge-Kutta method assuming a homogeneous overcritical plasma (the bulk of the target) followed
by an exponential plasma density gradient. For each value of the frequency w, we seeked a numerical value of
k by using the following procedure: i) we initialize the calculation deep into the homogeneous plasma region by
using the evanescent solution as a boundary condition, and ii) we integrate the equation across the entire electron
density gradient. When the numerical solution obtained at the border of the gradient is identical to the analytical
evanescent solution in vacuum we keep the trial value of k. Otherwise, the entire procedure is repeated with a
new value of k . We have studied the case of exponential gradients separating vacuum (from which the laser is
incident) and a 1OOn homogeneous plasma simulating the bulk of the target. As an approximation, the collision
frequency was assumed to vary linearly with the electron density (v = O.O1n). Results are given in Figure 3 for a
laser wavelength of GOOnm. The real part of k departs significantly from k0 for large gradient scale lengths. The
imaginary part of k gives the damping of the surface wave in the direction parallel to the surface. For gradient
scale lengths larger than 2Onm, the surface wave is fully damped. The variation of the laser energy deposition in
the overcritical region (1On) and in the critical region are also plotted in Figure 3. For very steep gradients, most
of the energy is absorbed in the dense plasma region. However, for gradient scale lengths larger than 5nrn, more
than 50% of laser energy is absorbed at critical or near critical density. This shows that resonance absorption
becomes the dominant laser absorption mechanism for large scale lengths, leading to a complete disappearance
of the surface wave.
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Figure 3: Surface wave vector and localization of the absorption as a function of the gradient scale length. Solid
line: absorption fraction in overcriticai (10n) and critical regions. Dashed lines: real and imaginary parts of k.

2.3 How to couple a plane wave to a surface wave?
We have seen in Figure 1 that the dispersion relation of a plane wave incident at an angle 9 from the target
normal never intersects the dispersion curve of surface waves. Two different ways of coupling the incident wave
to a surface wave have been proposed. First, it is possible to modify the dispersion curve of the surface wave by
altering the electron density profile in front of the target. This was put forward, in the seventies, to interpret CO2
laser interaction expeñments. Second, we have seen before that it is possible to use a diffraction grating as a
target. The groove spacing d of the grating has to be correctly chosen to realize the "phase matching" condition
(k9 = 2ir/d;
kg + kocosO). In that case, the plane incident wave can be diffracted by the grating into
surface modes. Diffraction efficiency is governed by the properties of the grating profile.25 Without dissipation,
the amplitude of a surface wave excited by a constant amplitude plane wave increases secularly as it propagates
along the surface. This resonant behavior is similar to the one found in standard resonance absorption.24 Damping
mechanisms usually limit the growth rate of the resonance. They are: i) the ordinary dissipation term related
to the imagInary part of the dielectric constant and ii) the diffraction of the surface wave itself on the grating,
resulting in radiative modes (radiative decay). Accordingly, similar to resonance absorption for L 1 , laser enery
absorption is expected to be important by coupling to surface waves. Assuming that the dispersion relation of
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Figure 4: Reflection coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence in the case of a steep gradient. Curves are
labeled according to the groove depth in nm. A = l000nin, groove spacing 890nm.
surface waves is not perturbed too much by the surface corrugation, diffraction orders (evaluated from the "phase
matching" conditions) are easily calculated using the standard grating equation: k0 sin 0' = k0 sin 9 + nk9 where
C and 8' are the incident and diffracted angles, respectively and n is the diffraction order. The calculation of the
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absorption by the grating is more complicated. It can be interpreted as the coupling between several phenomena:
collisional damping, interferences between the incident wave, the surface wave (and its own diffraction by the
grating), the diffracted waves, and so on. To calculate the absorption coefficient, or equivalently the grating
diffraction efficiency, one has to solve the Maxwell equations taking into account the geometry of the interface.
Numerical models have been developed for the optimization of diffraction by the use of multilayer coatings.25

We have used such a code to calculate the absorption of a plasma in front of a grating. The local dielectric
constant was estimated as a function of density and collisionality by using the Drude model. Figure 4 gives the
results of such calculations for a steep electron density gradient as a function of the angle of incidence. We have
plotted the reflection coefficient for different groove depths for a sinusoidal grating of 890nm groove spacing and

l000nm laser wavelength. On can see the absorption peak at an angle of 7° corresponding to this particular
grating parameters. The position of the resonance depends only slightly on the groove depth. This confirms
our assumption that the disperthon relation of surface waves on a grating is only slightly modified from its flat
target value. As we have mentioned previously, we also note that the broadening of the resonance is related to
the radiative decay time of the surface wave: the deeper the grating grooves, the larger the resonance width.

2.4 Transition between surface wave absorption and grating-modified resonance
absorption
We have also studied finite scale length exponential gradients. To do that, we have used a series of 16
plasma layers in our model. The dielectric constant of each layer was given by the Drude model approximation.
Resonance absorption at critical density was modeled by using a special layer which thickness dl was related to
the wave breaking effective collision rate ii by the usual relation dl = Lz'/w. We have tested the validity of our
calculation model by first obtaining some results on a flat target. In such a case, we should recover the standard
results of resonance absorption.24 1esults of our calculations are given in Figure 5a. We find a good qualitative
agreement, both in incidence angle position and absorption fraction, between our crude model and more involved
calculations.'6'17 In particular, the fact that the absorption maximum is displaced towards grazing angles for
steep electron density gradients is in accord with more elaborate calculations of resonance absorption.'5"6
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Figure 5: Absorption fraction as a function of the angle of incidence on a) flat target and b) grating, as a function
of the gradient scale length in nm. A = l000nm, groove spacing 890nm, groove depth lOOnm.

In Figure 5b, we have plotted the absorption coefficient calculated for a lOOnm depth grating and with
characteristics similar to the one used in Figure 4. A sharp peak is observed close to the resonance angle for
the lOnrn gradient scale length. When we increase the scale length, we recover the results of Figure 3 where we
showed the strong damping of the surface wave for scale lengths in excess of 3Onm. However, a larger absorption
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is observed below 200 in the case of the grating compared to the case of the flat target. This can be easily
explained because, even near normal incidence, there is always a component of the incident electric field parallel

to the local electron density gradient. We have studied this specific effect by using a grating with a groove
spacing equal to the laser wavelength and a constant gradient scale length of 300nm. Under these conditions,
we have shown previously that the surface wave was completely damped (see Fig.3). Figure 6 gives the results
of the absorption coefficient as a function of the grating groove depth between 0 and 300nm. Starting from the
standard results obtained for a flat target, we see a strong increase of the absorption near normal incidence when
we increase the groove depth. For small depths below 200nm, these results can be interpreted qualitatively by
considering the variation of the local angle of incidence for all the positions along the grating. Surprisingly, we
find a stronger increase of the absorption for larger depths. This can be explained by the existence of localized
electromagnetic modes when the groove depth is comparable to the gradient scale length. Then, the deep grating
acts as a waveguide with strong losses. We note that our results are in excellent qualitative agreement with recent
experimental data obtained by one of us (RWF and his coworkers) in a study of the variations of the reflectivity
of a grating target as a function of the groove depth.23
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80

Figure 6: Absorption coefficient as a function of incidence angle for a wavelength equals to the groove spacing

(l000nm). The gradient scale length is 300nm. The grating groove depth is varied between 0 and 400nm.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A Titane:Sapphire laser (A 800nm) delivering l2Ofs duration, 5OmJ energy, 10Hz repetition rate laser
pulses was focused at intensities ranging from 1016 to 1O'7W/cm2 onto silicon flat targets and square-profile
gratings. The laser was equipped with a specially designed doublet stretcher35 to compensate for phase errors
of third and fourth order. The laser intensity contrast ratio was better than 10_6. Silicon gratings of l600nm
period and 250nm groove depth were used. Time-integrated K-shell and Ka emissions were dispersed by a Von
Hamos spectrograph8'9 and detected with a cooled (—40° C) x-ray sensitive charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera
operating in the single photon counting mode. It was set at an angle of 30°
from the target normal.

3.1 X-ray spectra on flat targets
Spectra were integrated over a series of 50 shots. The targets were mounted on a carefully aligned X-Y
translational stage in order to expose a fresh surface to each laser shot. The size of the CCD matrix being 10mm,
four successive translations of the camera were necessary to record a complete spectrum. Figure 7a shows the
spectrum obtained on a flat silicon target for a laser pulse duration of l2Ofs. Figure 7b shows another spectrum
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obtained under exactly the same conditions but with a laser pulse duration of 1.5ps obtained by slightly detuning

the grating pair of the compressor stage of the laser system. On both spectra, the spectral range covers the
wavelength region between the is2 — ls2p line of He-like silicon to the "cold" Kcr line.8 For the longer pulse
duration, the lines are fairly narrow, indicative of an electron density significantly lower than solid density. We
note the absence of the He-like intercombination line at 6.65A; this is the signature of a plasma with electron
densities above critical density (ne 1.6 X 1021cm3). We have studied the qualitative change of the shape of
this spectrum with the laser incidence angle. No significant change wad noticed over our experimental range
(100

75°).

The spectrum obtained with a pulse duration of l2Ofs is surprisingly different. Satellite lines from L-like
to Bo-.like are more intense than the He-like resonance line. Only very small residual structures can be seen on
the Li-like satellites around 6.73A. The differences between these two spectra can be qualitatively explained by
taking into account the strong variations of the electron density gradient scale length with the pulse duration.
We note again that these spectra were obtained with a fairly good laser intensity contrast ratio.
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Figure 7: Silicon spectra on fiat targets. a) laser pulse duration of l2Ofs, b) laser pulse duration of i.5ps. Laser
irradiance is 5 x 1016W/cm2.
With the shorter pulse duration, the laser interacts directly with the solid target and we observe a spectrum
which is characteristic of a high density plasma ( 1023cm3). However, ionic populations are out of equilibrium
and suprathermal electrons originating from non linear mechanisms like resonance absorption play an important
role in the formation of the satellite spectra.8'36 For longer pulse durations, the electron density gradient scale
length increases and the spatial region where He-like and satellite emission occurs is shifted towards lower, but
still overcritical, electron densities.

3.2 X-ray spectra as a function of the incidence angle
The He-like resonance line intensity was studied as a function of the incidence angle on fiat target and on
the grating targets. We used p-polarized light (TM polarization) and the plane of incidence was perpendicular
to the grating grooves. Figure 8 shows the results. X-ray emission is practically independent on the incidence
angle on flat targets. The small increase of laser absorption with incidence angle for short gradient scale lengths
(0.001 < L* < 0.01) is overcompensated by the variations of the laser spot surface over which laser energy
deposition occurs.'7 With the grating, X-ray emission shows a maximum for an angle of 35° — 40° in good
agreement with the dispersion properties of the grating that we have used. Indeed, the groove spacing is twice
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the laser wavelength which, taking into account the finite conductivity of the grating material, gives an optimum
angle of 350
We have done a similar series of experiments looking to the Ka line around 7.1A. Results are given in Figure
9. The shape of the emission as a function of the incidence angle in the case of a grating target is much broader
than in the case of the fiat target (see Figure 8). With a flat target, the increase of the x-ray intensity as a function
of the incidence angle is explained by the increase of the laser wave coupling with the longitudinal volume plasma
waves. Indeed, the conversion efficiency into Ka radiation depends directly on the laser energy conversion into
suprathermal electrons. The theoretical study of the competition between surface wave absorption and resonance
absorption resulting in highly energetic electrons is actually in progress. The steady-state model described in
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Figure 8: He-like resonance line intensity as a function of the angle of incidence on the grating (dots) and on the
flat target (circles). Curves are visual aids to the eye.
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Figure 9: Ka resonance line intensity as a function of the angle of incidence on the grating a) and on the flat
target b). Curves are visual aids to the eye.

Section 2 has been used to try to explain the shape of x-ray emission with incidence angle in the case of the
"thermal" emission of the He-like resonance line. Figure 10 shows the absorption coefficient calculated with this
model as a function of incidence angle for a flat and a grating target using the parameters of the experiment. We
note that our calculations were performed with a sinusoidal grating shape while the experiment were done with a
square grating shape. In addition, our calculations do not take into account the finite size of the focal spot which
strongly limit the number of grooves which participate in the diffraction process. We find a good agreement for
the angle of maximum emission. For a lOnm scale length, the results show the very slight increase of absorption
with the angle which is overcompensated by the variations of the deposition energy surface as shown previously
in Fig.8. For 3Onrn gradient scale length, the resonant behavior of the grating is completely lost and we recover
the standard regime of resonance absorption.
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Figure 10: Absorption coefficient of the grating (solid line) and of the flat target (dashed line), both with a
lOnm gradient scale length, calculated as a function of the angle of incidence with our steady state model. The
dashed-dotted curve is for a grating target with 3Onm gradient scale length.

4 CONCLUSION
We have studied efficient x-ray production above 1 keV using femtosecond laser-produced plasmas on penodically modulated surface targets. Absorption of laser light through the coupling to surface waves has been
studied theoretically using a steady-state differential numerical method. A transition between surface wave absorption for steep electron density gradients and resonance absorption for long scale length gradients has been
evidenced numerically. Silicon gratings of l600nm period and 250nm groove depth were irradiated by a l2Ofs,
25mJ Ti:sapphire laser (A 800nm) at intensities in excess of 1O'6W/cm2. He-like and Li-like satellites spectra
of silicon have been recorded for two laser pulse durations. For long pulses (1.5ps), the spectral shape of these
transitions is similar to the one obtained previously8'2' with flat targets and an optimized ASE prepulse. For
short pulses (l2Ofs) and good laser intensity contrast (106), the spectral width ofthese transitions is surprisingly
large, indicating electron densities well in excess of 1023cm3. A more detailed analysis of spectral line formation
under these conditions is underway. X-ray intensities around 1.85 keY (K-shell lines) have been measured as a
function of the incidence angle. X-ray conversion efficiencies 2 times larger than those obtained on flat silicon
targets have been measured at the "phase matching" angle of our particular grating. The conversion efficiency to
Ka transitions measured on flat targets was found to increase with the incidence angle, reaching at grazing mcidence (0 > 700) the values obtained with the grating targets at the optimum angle of incidence (35°). Collimated
second harmonic generation at definite angles (given by the grating "phase matching" conditions) has also been
observed. Two dimensional particle-in-cell simulations are underway to study, in a fully time and space dependent
manner, the effects of resonant surface electromagnetic waves on laser absorption and the strong increase of local
fields near the corrugated surface. Experimentally, we plan to repeat these measurements with better optimized
gratings.
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